Dynamic surface tension and adhesion detection for the rapid analysis of surfactants in flowing aqueous liquids.
A multidimensional dynamic surface tension detector (DSTD) for flowing liquid samples is reported. The DSTD is based on measuring the pressure with time of a repeating drop formed by the flow of liquid out the end of a pointed stainless steel capillary. This pressure-based DSTD provides information on dynamic surface tension at the air-liquid interface and adhesion at the solid-liquid interface on the side of the pointed capillary tip for each drop of surfactant solution, resulting in rapid characterization of complex samples. The signal obtained with the pressure-based DSTD is characterized, and a method is developed for extraction of the desired analytical information from the pressure signal. The DSTD was calibrated with 2-propanol over the range of 0-0.30 in relative surface tension lowering, Δγ/γ. The experimentally obtained Δγ/γ was in agreement with a theoretical model and published data for Δγ/γ over this range. A data analysis method was developed to adapt the DSTD to applications such as liquid chromatography and flow injection analysis, where the concentration of surfactant changes as a function of time. The DSTD signal yields a pressure-based Δγ/γ that is due to surface tension alone and a time-based Δγ/γ that is a combination of both surface tension and adhesion, providing essentially a contact angle measurement on a flowing sample. The data analysis method involves plotting the pressure-based and time-based surface tension measurements against each other at the same surfactant concentration for each pair of measurements, yet over a range of concentrations to establish a slope. This is referred to as a dynamic analysis plot and is applied in the characterization of various surfactants such as dodecyl sulfate ion-paired with tetrabutylammonium, industrial surfactant solutions FC-171 and FC-129, and biological surfactants tetradecyl maltoside, benzyldimethyldodecylammonium bromide, and 3-(N-decyl-N,N-dimethylammonio)-1-propanesulfonate. The slopes of the dynamic analysis plots for these surfactants were found to be unique, generally independent of concentration, and useful for understanding the type and degree of operating surface interactions. The FC-171 solution was found to exhibit considerable adhesion at the capillary tip, while dodecyl sulfate was found to have a small adhesion effect. Adhesion for dodecyl sulfate solutions was significantly enhanced by coating the stainless steel capillary tip with a hydrophobic polymer. Thus, there is potential for tuning the extent of the surface tension and adhesion effects for selective chemical analysis. The detection limit for dodecyl sulfate ion-paired with tetrabutylammonium is 0.9 ppm. Application of the DSTD for liquid chromatography is demonstrated, and the multidimensional data are shown to be useful in identifying and characterizing the poly(ethylene glycol)s separated from 2-propanol.